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The dynamics of vibrational de-excitation ofv51 H2 on a Cu~100! surface is studied using a
six-dimensional quantum wave packet method. The de-excitation probability increases with
increasing collision energy and initial molecular rotational quantum number,j. A strong dependence
on molecular orientation is found with molecules rotating with helicoptering motion (mj5 j )
exhibiting larger de-excitation probabilities, in general, than those with cartwheeling motion (mj
50). The finalj-state distribution and quadrupole alignment are computed as functions of collision
energy. The competition between vibrational de-excitation and other dynamic processes during the
collision is analyzed. The total de-excitation probability is in good agreement with vibrational
inelasticities from experiment but the calculations overestimate the population of scattered H2 in














































Advances in experimental techniques and theoret
methods are revealing increasingly detailed informat
about the dynamics of collisions of molecular hydrogen w
metal surfaces. Much of the effort in this area focuses
understanding activated dissociative adsorption and its
verse process, associative desorption, for which H2/Cu is a
benchmark system. Analysis of the experimentally obser
dependence of reaction probabilities on collision energy
initial quantum state, coupled with theoretical studies, p
vides insight into aspects of the molecular dynamics and
features of the potential energy surface~PES! affecting reac-
tivity.
An analysis of early experimental measurements
vealed that vibrationally excited H2 is more reactive than
ground state molecules.1 This is consistent with a dissocia
tion barrier located in the exit channel that results in a low
effective barrier height for vibrationally excited molecul
due to a reduction in the vibrational energy along the re
tion path.2 Large probabilities for transitions between th
ground and first excited vibrational state were observed
the Cu~111! ~Refs. 3–5! surface. The collision energy a
which vibrational excitation occurs coincides with the ener
threshold for dissociation, suggesting that the two proces
might occur on the same region of the potential ene
surface.3
Quantum dynamics calculations demonstrated that vib
tionally inelastic scattering is efficient for potential ener
surfaces with a late barrier and large curvature, the sa
conditions that produce high reactivity for vibrationally e
cited molecules.2,6 However, dynamics calculations treatin7580021-9606/2001/114(17)/7581/12/$18.00

















reaction at a single surface site and using model poten
could not simultaneously reproduce the experimental va
of the vibrational efficacy~the ratio of the difference be
tween the energetic reaction thresholds forv51 andv50
and the vibrational quantum! and the coincidence of the vi
brational excitation and reaction thresholds.7 These results
suggested that reaction and vibrational excitation occu
different surface sites, presumably the top site for vibratio
excitation and the bridge site for reaction.7,8
This conclusion was supported by dynamics calculatio
using calculated~DFT! PES’s for H2 on Cu~100! using
reduced-dimensional models to examine the dependenc
reaction and vibrational excitation on the surface imp
site.9–12Reactivity was highest at the bridge and hollow sit
because they have the lowest energy barriers. Vibratio
transitions occur readily during collisions at top sites beca
of the strong curvature of the reaction path in front of t
barrier and its location far into the product channel.9 Calcu-
lations modeling H2 on Cu~100! that include all six molecu-
lar degrees of freedom for the initial statesv50, j 50,13,14
v50, j 54,15,16andv51, j 50 ~Ref. 14! predict large vibra-
tional transition probabilities, in good agreement with e
perimental observations on other low index Cu surfaces.3–5
The present study focuses on the vibrational d
excitation ofv51 H2 during collisions with Cu~100!. A six-
dimensional quantum wave-packet method was used to c
pute the dependence of the de-excitation probability
initial collision energy and rotational state forj 50,1,2,3.
Molecular orientation effects and competition with other d
namic processes~e.g., reaction! account for the dependenc
of the probabilities on the initial rotational quantum num
bers. The rotational-state distribution and orientational1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Downisotropy of scattered molecules are explained in terms
features of the potential energy surface. Recent experime
advances, including the ability to overpopulate specific ro
brational states in molecular beams and to perform final-s
population analysis,17–19 offer the possibility for detailed
state-to-state comparisons between the presented theor
predictions and experimental observations yet to be p
formed. Some of the results we will present for the scatter
of ~v51, j 51) H2 can be compared to existing experimen
results. We suggest several experiments that could pro
results to further test the accuracy of our calculations. T
outline of the paper is as follows. The theoretical metho
and computational details are described in Sec. II. Section
presents the results and discussion. Our conclusions
given in Sec. IV.
II. METHOD
The model problem consists of an H2 molecule interact-
ing with a static, corrugated Cu~100! surface. The Born–
Oppenheimer approximation is assumed to hold and all e
tronic excitations are neglected. The Hamiltonian describ
the motion of the H nuclei is a function of six coordinat
















whereM andm are the total and reduced mass of H2, respec-
tively. Atomic units are used throughout this paper. The fi
term of Eq.~1! is the center-of-mass kinetic energy of th
molecule with X, Y, and Z specifying the location of the
center-of-mass of the molecule with respect to the surfa
The second term in the Hamiltonian is the kinetic energy
the H2 vibrational coordinate andr is the H–H separation
distance. The third term describes the molecular rotatio
motion andV is the molecule–surface interaction potenti
The orientation of the H–H bond is specified byu andf, the
polar and azimuthal angles, respectively.
The interaction potential is a six-dimensional function
fit to the results of density functional theory~DFT! calcula-
tions performed using the AmsterdamBAND program.20,21
Details of the DFT calculations and the fitting procedu
used in constructing the potential are given in Ref. 22. O
important difference in the potential used here with that
Ref. 22 is that an artificial well located above the bridge s
was removed by shifting the range ofZ ~between 5 and 5.8a0
instead of 8.14 and 8.94a0) over which the potential shifts to
its asymptotic value@Ref. 14~E!#.
In these calculations we consider only collisions at n
mal incidence. This dramatically decreases the comp
tional cost of the calculations because the symmetry of
surface permits a reduction in the size of the basis use
represent the wave function. The wave function,c, describ-
ing the H2 nuclear motion is represented using the symme
adapted wave-packet~SAWP! method.15,16,23,24The SAWP






























sis functions,g, with a grid representation of normal transl
tional and vibrational motion,f. The wave function is written
as
cv0 j 0mj 0~ t !5 (
G jm jGdnm
f G jmjGdnm
v0 j 0mj 0
3~Z,r ,t !gG jmjGdnm~X,Y,q,w!. ~2!
The overall symmetry species of the rotation-diffracti
function is denoted byG and the symmetry of the diffraction
function in g is labeled byGd . The expansion includes onl
the symmetriesG which are contained in the initial wav
function describing the incident molecule with rovibration
quantum numbersv0 , j 0 , andmj 0 . Specific information for
constructing the symmetry-adapted basis is available e
where formj50,
23 mj -even,
15 andmj -odd initial states.
16
The time propagation of the wave packet is evalua
using the absorbing boundary condition~ABC! evolution
operator.25 The ABC operator contains an optical potent
that absorbs the wave packet at the edges of the grid co
sponding to large values ofZ andr. The initial wave packet
is written as














2z22 i ~kav2k!Z0#%. ~4!
The initial wave packet is a superposition of Gaussian fu
tions inZ, with one moving toward the surface and the oth
moving away from the surface. The latter is absorbed by
optical potential. The initial vibrational function iswv0 j 0(r ),
z is a width parameter,kav is the average translational mo
mentum of the Gaussian components, andZ0 is the location
of the center of the Gaussian. Because the initial Gaussia
real, real operator algebra is used for the time propagat
which reduces the computational requirements of the ca
lations by about a factor of 2. An additional reduction
computer time and memory is achieved using a project
operator formalism to represent the initial rotatio
diffraction channel on a separate, larger grid than is used
the other rotation-diffraction states.26
State-to-state transition probabilities are computed us
a scattering amplitude formalism27,28 in which the overlap of
the wave function with H2 gas-phase states is calculated
regular time intervals at a dividing surface,Z5Z` , in the
asymptotic region. A half-Fourier transform of the overla
provides energy-dependent coefficients from whichS-matrix
lements are calculated. Reaction probabilities are comp
by subtracting the cumulative probabilities for nonreact
scattering from unity.
The numerical details of the calculations are essenti
the same as those used previously.14,15 Results are presente
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Downseparate calculations for low and high translational ener
reduced the computational time of the calculations. Lon
propagation times are required for low translational energ
and larger basis expansions are required for high tran
tional energies. Separating the calculations is more effic
than performing a single large-basis, long-propagation t
calculation for each initial state. Low energy calculatio
typically require between 60 000 and 80 000 a.u. and hi
energy calculations require 20 000–30 000 a.u. T
rotational-diffraction basis used for low-energy calculatio
included j <24 and unu1umu<11 and the basis for high
energies included functions withj <29 andunu1umu<14.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The probability for vibrational de-excitation from th
~v051, j 050) state as a function of collision energy
shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, the probabilities for ro
tional excitation within thev51 vibrational state, for reac
tion, for vibrational excitation~to v52), and for no transi-
tion ~referred to as survival! are shown. Although the focu
of this paper is on vibrational de-excitation, a limited exam
nation of some details of these additional processes is
sented here because of the competitive role they play du
a collision with the surface. The large vibrational d
excitation probability we compute~0.2–0.3! is in good
agreement with the value of 0.28 determined from a fit
experimental observations for vibrational excitation of (v0
50) H2 colliding with Cu~111! to the ~v51, j 53) state.
5
Systems with large probabilities for vibrational excitatio
typically exhibit large probabilities for vibrational de
excitation because the processes are complementary.
predicted probability for vibrational de-excitation has only
moderate dependence on collision energy, rising from
value of 0.18 at 0.2 eV to 0.3 at 0.65 eV. This behavior is
surprising because the de-excitation process can, in princ
proceed using only the internal vibrational energy of t
molecule~assuming that only moderate levels of rotation
excitation accompany the de-excitation!. A transition from
the first excited-vibrational state to the ground vibration
FIG. 1. Probabilities for survival~dotted line!, vibrational de-excitation
~short-dashed line!, reaction ~solid line!, rotational excitation~dotted–
dashed line!, and vibrational excitation~long-dashed line! in scattering of




















state releases 0.504 eV of energy from the vibrational mo
Adding additional collision energy would not be expected
increase the effectiveness of the transition unless there i
energy barrier to overcome. The situation is quite differe
for reaction, vibrationally elastic rotationally inelastic sca
tering, and vibrational excitation. In each of these proces
the incident translational energy must be sufficient to cr
the dissociation barrier~for reaction! or to excite internal
vibrational or rotational modes. This is reflected in an
crease in the probabilities for reaction and vibrational ex
tation tov52 with increasing collision energy shown in Fig
1. In contrast, the probabilities for vibrationally elastic rot
tional excitation and survival decrease with increasing co
sion energy because of the increasing importance of o
competitive channels.
The results of 3D and 4D calculations, in which the p
sition of the molecular center-of-mass is fixed above
high-symmetry bridge,11 hollow, and top sites12 are shown in
Fig. 2. For collision energies below 0.46 eV the vibration
de-excitation probability is significantly larger for collision
at a top site than at bridge or hollow sites. In particular, at
lowest energies shown the probability of de-excitation at
top site is an order of magnitude larger than the value at
bridge site. The difference between the vibrational d
excitation probabilities at the top and bridge sites is not
large for collision energies between 0.46 and 0.65 eV. D
excitation probabilities for the top site vary from a low o
about 0.13 to a high of 0.75 with an average value of ab
0.4 for the collision energy range shown. The top site cu
exhibits a great deal of structure, including sharp peaks p
viously identified as resonances associated with trappin
the surface as the intramolecular bond weakens and ex
tions to higher vibrational states occur.9,10 At collision ener-
gies above 0.5 eV, thev52 vibrational state~not shown! is
energetically accessible and vibrational excitation compe
with vibrational de-excitation, but this channel plays a min
role compared to reaction and rotational excitation.
Figure 2 shows the energy dependence for vibratio
de-excitation obtained by averaging over the values obtai
for the fixed-site models. The de-excitation probability
FIG. 2. Vibrational de-excitation probability for (v051, j 050) H2 in fixed-
site calculations for impact at bridge, hollow, and top sites and a s
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Downabout one-half the value obtained using the 6D mod
shown in Fig. 1, at low energies but is almost the same
high energies. This agreement at high collision energies s
gests that the relative probabilities for vibrational d
excitation at different surface sites shown in Fig. 2 sho
reflect the probabilities for de-excitation at the same site
the 6D model calculations.
The domination of vibrational de-excitation by collision
at top sites is consistent with results obtained using a
model9–12 to examine the scattering of ground state H2 from
Cu~100! which showed that reaction is more likely in coll
sions with bridge or hollow sites and vibrational excitati
occurs primarily at the top site. Specifically, two
dimensional calculations9,10 with the molecular axis held
fixed parallel to the surface predict vibrational excitati
probabilities of up to 40% for impact at a top site. In co
trast, the same model predicts vibrational excitation pr
abilities of less than 1% for collisions at bridge and hollo
sites and reaction probabilities approaching unity. This
havior results from the differing topography of the potent
energy surfaces at the high symmetry sites~cf. Figs. 3 and 4
of Ref. 22!. The dissociation barrier occurs at a large va
of r for the top site because the molecular bond m
lengthen to a greater extent than at other sites before
attractive forces associated with dissociation into the hol
or bridge sites overcome the Pauli repulsion due to elec
overlap between the molecule and surface. Furthermore
the top site the Pauli repulsion increases more rapidly as2
approaches the surface than is the case for the other
because the molecule is directly over a surface atom. Th
features result in a potential energy surface with a late ba
and a high degree of curvature that causes efficient vi
tional excitation2 at the top site. Vibrational excitation occu
as translational energy of the incident molecule is shif
into the vibrational mode during the collision with the su
face. This 2D model also predicts that the top site is effici
at causing vibrational de-excitation through the reverse p
cedure.
In a subsequent study the polar angle,u, was included to
develop a 3D fixed-site model for impact at the top a
hollow sites and the polar and azimuthal angles,u and w,
were added to construct a 4D model for the bridge site.11,12
Calculations using these models predict that vibrational
citation occurs readily for collisions at top sites but pred
significant, yet smaller, probabilities for vibrational excit
tion at the bridge site. Examination of the results revea
that vibrationally inelastic scattering can occur at the brid
site when the molecular axis is tilted in the range 60°,u
,80°. For this orientation of the molecule, the PES ha
large curvature and late barrier which are conducive to
brational excitation. Values ofu.80° lead primarily to dis-
sociation at the bridge site but result in vibrational excitat
at the top site. This explains why vibrational de-excitati
probabilities are largest for collisions at the top site: at t
site, vibrational de-excitation occurs over a wider range
molecular orientations, primarily because of the fact that d
sociation is not as effective for molecules oriented with th
axis parallel to the surface at the top site.

































the parallel- and normal-translational and rotational ene
of molecules that are vibrationally de-excited and those t
are elastically scattered is shown in Fig. 3. The average
tational energy is an increasing function of collision ener
for both elastically and inelastically scattered molecules,
the rotational energy is higher for the latter case at all co
sion energies. This is not unexpected because in additio
the incident collision energy, the vibrational energy releas
during de-excitation is available for transfer into other m
lecular modes~i.e., normal and parallel translation and rot
tion!.
The diffraction energy is relatively constant for bo
elastically and inelastically scattered molecules. This in
pendence from collision energy was seen for the aver
parallel translational energy for molecules incident in t
~v050, j 050) state
14 and in 4D calculations in which the
molecular orientation was fixed parallel to the surface.10 This
result suggests that energy transfer into parallel translatio
not governed by competition with rotational excitation
normal translation but rather by a dynamical restriction
the number of quanta of momentum transferred during a
lision. The energy spacing between diffraction states is sm
so energy transfer into parallel translational motion satura
at low collision energies.
The average normal translational energy for vib
tionally de-excited molecules is significantly larger than t
energy in the other modes at all collision energies shown
a collision energy of 0.2 eV, the final normal translation
energy is slightly less than 0.5 eV~approximately the same
value as the vibrational quantum for H2) and the sum of the
rotational and parallel translational energies is only 0.22
This indicates that there is strong coupling by the PES
normal translational motion and molecular vibration that
ficiently transfers energy between these modes. For collis
energies above 0.3 eV the slope of the normal transla
energy curve is only slightly larger than that of the rotation
FIG. 3. Average values of normal translational energy~dashed line!, parallel
translational energy~solid line!, and rotational energy~dotted line! for (v0
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Downenergy. This means that for each incremental increase in
collision energy above 0.3 eV, the additional energy is
vided almost equally between rotation and normal transla
of the reflected molecule.
Figure 4 shows the predicted vibrational de-excitat
probabilities for different final rotational states,j 8 as a func-
tion of collision energy for~v051, j 050). Large changes in
the rotational quantum number,j, can occur during vibra-
tional de-excitation as is demonstrated by the signific
probabilities for rotational states up toj 858 throughout the
energy range shown. The maximum probabilities predic
for all states withj 8,12 are approximately the same and f
within the range;0.05 to 0.08. After reaching the maximum
value there is a gradual decrease in the de-excitation p
ability as the collision energy increases further~cf. j 850, 2!.
It should be emphasized that there is no clear preference
excitation into a particularj 8 state but rather multiple state
exhibit approximately the same probability for any giv
collision energy.
The asymptotic energy of the~v850, j 8510) state is
less than the total energy for collision energies above 0
eV. However, excitation into this state is negligible un
0.32 eV, where the probability increases and reaches a v
of about 0.05 at a collision energy of 0.65 eV. The over
shape of the curve forj 8510 is characteristic of processe
that involve crossing an energy barrier~cf., the reaction
probability shown in Fig. 1!. In comparison, the probabilitie
for vibrationally elastic, rotationally inelastic scattering in
the j 856 and 8 states, shown in Fig. 5, become nonz
when the collision energy exceeds the difference between
asymptotic energies of the final and initial states, 0.278
0.467 eV, respectively. The probabilities rapidly increase
magnitude, reaching a maximum value within a few hu
dredths of an eV. The source of the energy barrier for vib
FIG. 4. Dependence of vibrational de-excitation probability on collis
















tional de-excitation toj 8510 is not apparent from an analy
sis of the computational results. One possibility is that
~v50, j 510) gas-phase rotational state correlates adiab
cally with a highly excited librational state at the barrie
which cannot yet be populated at total energies just ab
that of the gas phase~v50, j 510) state.
For the purpose of providing a clear explanation, w
consider the reverse scattering process: vibrational excita
of H2 from ~v050, j 0510, mj 050) to ~v851, j 850) dur-
ing a collision at the top site. In the gas phase, the to
energy of the incident molecule consists of the translation
rotational, and zero-point vibrational energies. As the m
ecule approaches the surface on the reaction path, the v
tional energy decreases as the molecular bond weakens
tational motion is no longer free but is hindered by t
surface, eventually becoming libration for large internucle
distances. If the increase in the hindered rotation/librat
energy exceeds the decrease in the vibrational energy,
the molecule will see an effective potential with a barrier th
is higher than the energy of the gas-phase~v50, j 510)
state. The collision energy must be large enough to ena
the molecule to cross the effective barrier and move on to
region near the dissociation barrier for vibrational excitati
to occur.
Vibrational de-excitation proceeds by the reverse p
cess; the effective barrier height is the same in either c
The collision energy range in Fig. 4 is not low enough
confirm that this behavior~i.e., that the probability become
nonnegligible at an energy somewhat greater than tha
which the gas-phase state becomes energetically acces!
holds for j 858. However, the rise in probability with in
creasing collision energy is similar to that forj 8510 which
suggests that this is the case. Considering de-excitation
(v850, j 8512), the probability remains small even thoug
the collision energy is sufficiently large that this asympto
channel is open.
Predicted probabilities for vibrational de-excitation fro
(v051, j 050) to mj -resolved final states are shown in Fi
6. For j 852, the probabilities for scattering into themj850
state, in which the molecules tumble with a cartwheel-li
motion, are larger than those formj852, which displays he-
FIG. 5. Dependence of probabilities for vibrationally elastic, rotationa
inelastic scattering for (v051, j 050) H2 for different final rotational states
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Downlicopterlike rotation. Note that the probability formj851 is
equal to zero because the potential does not couple the
and odd states. The difference in probabilities between c
wheeling and helicoptering states is even larger forj 856.
Almost all molecules de-excited into this rotational state
oriented with their angular momentum vectors aligned pa
lel to the surface. Only at the highest collision energ
shown does the sum of the probabilities of thej 856, mj8
52,4,6 states exceed that ofmj850. This preference for scat
tering intomj850 for all j 8 states results from the fact tha
vibrational de-excitation occurs primarily for collisions
top sites, as was discussed previously. The PES used
not include azimuthal anisotropy at the top site so change
the mj quantum number are not possible for impact direc
at the top site. Vibrational de-excitation involvingmj quan-
tum number changes is a consequence of the azimutha
isotropy of the PES at the bridge site. The fixed site resu
shown in Fig. 2, predict small probabilities for vibration
de-excitation at the bridge site. Furthermore, the 6D P
uses an interpolation procedure to shift between the bri
and top sites. This means that the PES between these
depends onw to a varying degree and collisions impacting
this region can result inmj transitions.
The mj distribution of the scattered molecules is quan




(mj P8~E; j ,mj !@3mj
22 j ~ j 11!#/ j ~ j 11!
(mj P8~E; j ,mj !
.
~5!
FIG. 6. Dependence of vibrational de-excitation probability on collis













The alignment is equal to21 when all the molecules hav
mj50 and is equal to zero when the distribution is isotrop
For mj5 j , the alignment has a positivej-dependent value
that asymptotically approaches a value of 2 for increasinj.
The alignment as a function of collision energy for fin
rotational quantum number,j, up to 10 is shown in Fig. 7 for
v850. For j 52,4 the alignment is negative at low collisio
energies, increases to near zero at intermediate energies
decreases at high collision energies. In contrast, for lar
values ofj the distribution remains polarized over the ent
energy range examined, with most atoms scattering from
surface with cartwheel-type rotational motion. The fact th
the computed alignments are mostly negative is consis
with most vibrational de-excitation occurring in the vicinit
of the top site. The PES has weak anisotropy in phi near
top site, and therefore the probability that vibrational d
excitation will be accompanied by changes inmj will be low
and any changes inmj that do occur will be small. As a
result, the finalmj distributions will be nonstatistical and
weighted towards low values ofumj8u, and the higherj 8, the
lower the alignment will be, as is also observed in our co
putational results.
In principle, it should be possible to experimentally d
termine whether the qualitative differences in the alignm
for low and high values ofj 8 are real. Results have bee
reported for the alignment of D2 formed during associative
desorption on Cu~111! as a function of the kinetic energy o
the desorbing molecules.30 Perhaps, the experimental con
figuration used in the associative desorption experiments
be modified to include an H2 molecular beam, with the use o
stimulated Raman pumping to overpopulate (v51, j 50) in
the incident molecular beam.17–19 The stimulated Raman
pumping technique has already been used in state-to-
molecular beam experiments measuring rovibrationally
elastic scattering from (v51, j 51) to (v850, j 8) states of
H2 on Pd~111! ~Ref. 19! and on Cu~100! ~Ref. 33, see also
below!, but the alignment of the backscattered molecu
was not yet measured in these experiments. In principle,
can be done using linearly polarized light with resonan
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! as was done in
Ref. 30. We are not aware of any reports describing exp
FIG. 7. Alignment of finalv850 quantum states as a function of collisio
energy for (v051, j 050) H2.e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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DownFIG. 8. Dependence of the probability for~a! vibra-
tional de-excitation,~b! reaction,~c! vibrationally elas-
tic rotationally inelastic scattering, and~ ! survival on
















































ithmental measurements of this type and it is possible that
signal intensities would mean that they are beyond cur
capabilities.
The probability for vibrational de-excitation ofv051 H2
depends on the initial rotational quantum number,j 0 , of the
incident molecule as is shown in Fig. 8~a!. The dependence
of the vibrational de-excitation probability on collision e
ergy is shown for statistical distributions ofj 050,1,2,3~mj
degeneracy averaged!. Except for the highest collision ene
gies examined, the probability for vibrational de-excitati
increases withj 0 , indicating that rotational energy enhanc
vibrational de-excitation. The effect is not purely energe
~i.e., with different energetic thresholds! because shifting the
curves along the energy axis by the rotational energies of
initial states~0.014, 0.043, and 0.085 eV forj 51,2,3, re-
spectively! does not make them coincident. At collisio
energies of 0.5 eV and higher the vibrational de-excitat
probabilities fromj 50,1,2 are approximately equal. Furthe
more, above 0.45 eV the de-excitation probability fromj
53 decreases with increasing collision energy and is
same magnitude as that for the other initial states at 0.55
For each initial rotational state the de-excitation probabi
is not strongly dependent on collision energy, changing
about 0.1 over an energy range slightly smaller than
spacing between H2 vibrational energy levels. The reductio
in de-excitation probabilities at high collision energies is
tributed to excitation tov52 when that vibrational state be
comes energetically accessible.
The reasons for the dependence of the vibrational
excitation probability onj 0 become clearer by examining th
probabilities for reaction, vibrationally elastic rotationally in
elastic scattering, and survival for different initial state
shown in Fig. 8. An exhaustive analysis of these processe
beyond the scope of this study but an abbreviated discus
is appropriate because they compete with vibrational
excitation and so affect its probability. In contrast to t
vibrational de-excitation probability, which is dependent
















averaged reaction probability, shown in Fig. 8~b!, appears to
be almost independent ofj 0 . As was mentioned previously
the mj -resolved reaction probabilities differ for a particul
initial j state, with molecules with helicoptering rotation
motion having higher reactivity than cartwheeling molecul
However, averaging over the initial azimuthal quantum nu
ber for each rotational state produces an initially isotro
distribution of incident molecules so the fraction of ca
wheeling and helicoptering molecules is the same for e
initial j. The lack of dependence onj for the reaction prob-
ability indicates that rotational hindrance,31,32 the increasing
likelihood for molecules with high values ofj to rotate into
unfavorable geometries as they approach the barrier, is n
factor in the dissociation ofv51 H2 on Cu~100!. On the
other hand, the lack of dependence onj also indicates that
the rotational energy of the incident molecules does
couple to the reaction coordinate to aid in crossing the d
sociation barrier.
For increasing initialj, the probability for vibrationally
lastic, rotationally inelastic scattering decreases@Fig. 8~c!#
and the survival probability~ j does not change! increases
@Fig. 8~d!#. This behavior is a consequence of two facto
~1! the conservation ofmj for collisions at the high-
symmetry top and hollow sites, and~2! differences in the
rotational anisotropy seen by the incident molecule depe
ing on its orientation with respect to the surface. For t
purposes of illustrating the differences in rotationally elas
scattering we will compare scattering ofj 050 ~nonrotating!
and j 052 ~rotating! molecules. The results forj 051 and 3
are similar to the latter. Considering first the case wherej 0
50, for simplification we divide the initially isotropic distri-
bution into two groups: molecules with their axis pointin
approximately perpendicular to the surface and those w
their axis approximately parallel to the surface. Molecu
oriented with their axis perpendicular to the surface will e
perience a strong rotational anisotropy when colliding w
the surface and large changes inj can result. For most colli-
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Downthe molecules will scatter back with cartwheel-type ro
tional motion. Molecules incident with their axis parallel
the surface will experience a weaker rotational anisotro
and will be excited primarily to lowerj rotational levels but
again with cartwheeling rotational motion. For H2 incident in
( j 052,mj 050) the molecule has cartwheel-type rotatio
which leads to a strong repulsive interaction between
molecule and the surface when the molecular axis points
the surface, causing large probabilities for rotational tran
tions. The azimuthal quantum number is conserved in m
collisions ~top and hollow sites! so the scattered molecule
retain their cartwheeling rotation except for some fraction
the molecules colliding at a bridge site.
For (j 052,mj 0Þ0) the plane of rotation is not perpen
dicular to the surface but is tilted. The anisotropy of t
potential in u seen by the molecule is less and results
smaller probabilities for rotationally inelastic scattering, p
ticularly to large values ofj. Probabilities involving rota-
tional de-excitation to (j 50,mj50) are not possible from
( j 052,mj 051) because the PES can couple only rotatio
states in which the azimuthal quantum numbers differ b
multiple of 2. Probabilities for rotational de-excitation fro
( j 052,mj 052) to (j 50,mj50) will be small because this
can occur only at collisions at the bridge site. Even at
bridge site there is a tendency for transitions that conse
mj to have larger probabilities than transitions in whichmj
changes. Thus, molecules incident withmj 0Þ0 have smaller
probabilities for both rotational excitation and de-excitati
resulting in less rotationally inelastic scattering than
mj 050 molecules. Averaging over the azimuthal quantu
numbers results in lower rotationally inelastic probabiliti
for rotating molecules than for those that are not rotating
The probabilities for rovibrationally elastic scatterin
~survival! from different initial j values are shown in Fig
8~d!. The survival probability for rotating molecules is larg
than that for nonrotating molecules at low and moderate
lision energies. This is mostly due to competition with vibr
tionally elastic, rotationally inelastic scattering, which is ve
efficient for j 50, but less efficient forj .0 @Fig. 8~c!#. We
conclude by pointing out that the probabilities for reactio
vibrational de-excitation, and survival are almost indep
dent of j at the highest collision energies examined. T
probability for rotationally inelastic scattering decreas
slightly with increasingj at high energies. The probabilitie
for vibrational excitation tov852 ~not shown! increase with
increasingj.
For j 0.0 the effect of changes in the initial azimuth
quantum number of the molecule on vibrational de-excitat
can be examined. Figure 9 shows the dependence of
probability for vibrational de-excitation onmj as a function
of collision energy. Considering first the results forj 051
shown in Fig. 9~a!, at low collision energies molecules wit
a helicoptering-type rotation have a larger de-excitat
probability than those with cartwheeling-type rotation. F
example, at a collision energy of 0.2 eV the de-excitat
probabilities are 0.11 and 0.30 formj50 andmj51, respec-
tively. The probability increases with increasing collision e
ergy for mj50 but does not change substantially formj



























case. At high collision energies the probabilities for the tw
initial azimuthal quantum numbers are comparable. The
excitation probabilities for thej 052 rotational state mani-
fold are shown in Fig. 9~b!. As is the case forj 051, the
de-excitation probability for molecules with cartwheeling r
tational motion is smaller than that for helicoptering mo
ecules. However, at a collision energy of 0.3 eV the pro
ability for mj51 becomes larger than that formj52. This is
a consequence of differences in the competition between
action and vibrational de-excitation for differentmj states.
The symmetry of the potential energy surface results i
selection rule that prevents molecules with incident quant
numbersj 1mj equal to an odd number from dissociatin
into two hydrogen molecules in the H-surface vibration
ground state. This means that the effective dissociation
rier is higher and, consequently, the reaction probability
lower for the mj51 state than formj50,2. Thus a larger
fraction of the molecules incident inmj51 scatter back to
the gas phase than formj52 and many of these surviving
molecules undergo vibrational de-excitation. The vibratio
de-excitation probability formj50 remains smaller than fo
the other states shown primarily because of increased c
petition with rotationally inelastic scattering, in whichv is
conserved~not shown here!. Figure 9~c! shows the de-
excitation probabilities forj 053. The de-excitation probabil
ity for mj53 ~helicoptering rotation! is never the larges
because reaction is a more effective competitive process
this incident state than it is for the othermj states. The de-
excitation probability formj50 ~cartwheeling rotation! is
FIG. 9. Dependence of the vibrational de-excitation probability on collis
energy and initial azimuthal quantum number for~a! j 051, ~b! j 052, and
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DownFIG. 10. The dependence of the final rota
tional state resolved vibrational de-excitatio
probability on collision energy is shown, fo
statistical (v051, j 052) H2 ~solid line! and
for cartwheeling (v051, j 052, mj 050)
~dashed line!, for different final rotational























































larger than that formj51 at low collision energies becaus
of large reaction probabilities for the latter state.
The final rotational state resolved vibrational d
excitation probabilities for statistical (v051, j 052) and
cartwheeling (v051, j 052,mj 050) H2 are shown in Fig.
10. The results forj 051 and 3 are similar so they are n
shown. As is the case for thej 050 initial rotational state
~Fig. 4!, the probabilities for excitation to high values ofj are
large. This is a consequence of the strong rotational ani
ropy of the potential energy surface near the surface.
probabilities for rotational de-excitation to (v850, j 850)
are smaller than those of any of the other final states sho
with average values of about 0.01 and 0.02 for statistical
cartwheeling rotational motion, respectively. The probab
ties for j 850 show little dependence on collision ener
aside from small magnitude fluctuations. Probabilities for
brational de-excitation of both cartwheeling and statistical2
to j 852,4,6 are larger than those forj 850 throughout the
energy range shown.
Comparing the probabilities for scattering into a partic
lar final rotational state,j 8, for molecules incident with cart
wheeling rotational motion (mj50) or for a degeneracy
averaged distribution shows that, with the exception ofj 8
50, the statistical distribution produces higher de-excitat
probabilities. This occurs because molecules with the m
lecular axis approximately parallel to the surface (mj' j )
have an optimal orientation for vibrational de-excitation b
those with the axis perpendicular to the surface, which is
case at least part of the time formj50, are less likely to
vibrationally de-excite. Thus the de-excitation probabiliti
for initial mj 051 or 2 ~not shown! are larger than those fo
mj 050 for each value ofj 8. The vibrational de-excitation
probability to j 850 for cartwheeling molecules is large
than that for a statistical distribution because the poten
energy surface does not couple the~j 52, mj51) and j 50
states and, as a consequence, the average over initiamj
states is lowered.
The large probabilities for vibrationally inelastic rota












consistent with recent state-to-state measurements for
tering of (v051, j 051) H2 from Cu~100!.
33 Stimulated Ra-
man pumping was used to overpopulate (v051, j 051) in
the incident molecular beam. The population of selected fi
states was measured using resonance enhanced multip
ionization. At a collision energy of 74 meV the probabilitie
for (v850, j 855) and (v850, j 857) are 0.009 and 0.0005
respectively. The predicted probabilities are 0.09 and 0
respectively, at 100 meV, the lower energy limit used in o
calculations. It seems unlikely that the computed probab
ties will decrease by an order of magnitude for the low
collision energy used in the experiments. The compu
probabilities for (v850, j 851) and (v850, j 853) are
0.025 and 0.05, respectively. The population in these st
has not been measured experimentally because of comp
tions caused by their presence as major components in
incident molecular beam. The experimental and compu
probabilities for survival in (v851, j 851) are in good
agreement with values of 0.46 and 0.5, respectively. T
experimental probabilities for rotationally inelastic scatteri
to (v851, j 853) for a collision energy of 0.11 eV is 0.017
more than an order of magnitude smaller than the compu
value of 0.35 at the same collision energy. The calculati
predict a probability of 0.2 for scattering into (v851, j 8
55) at collision energies near 0.2 eV but no scattered m
ecules were detected in this state in the experiment. Th
results indicate that although the present computatio
model correctly predicts the survival probability, it overes
mates the amount of rotationally inelastic scattering for b
vibrationally inelastic and elastic scattering.
This conclusion is supported by a recent, but more li
ited set of quantum wave-packet calculations@only the (v0
51, j 051) initial state was considered# on H2 scattering
from Cu~100!,33 using a new potential energy surface~PES
IV ! ~Ref. 34! based on an expansion to fourth-order
spherical harmonics at all high-symmetry sites. This P
includes the azimuthal dependence on the molecular orie
tion at the top and hollow sites. Furthermore, the high
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Downwhich reduces the probabilities for large rotational tran
tions. Specifically, for a collision energy of 0.1 eV the pro
abilities for vibrational de-excitation into (v850, j 851) and
(v850, j 853) using PES IV are twice as large as tho
obtained using PES III. The probability for (v850, j 855) is
similar for both potentials but transitions intoj 8.5 have
significantly smaller probabilities for PES IV. Similar redu
tions in the degree of rotationally inelastic scattering are s
for v851. The survival probability is about the same f
each PES.
We note first of all that results obtained using PES
are in better agreement with experiment than those obta
using PES III because of a decrease in the fraction of s
tered molecules excited to high rotational states. This is
for both vibrationally elastic and inelastic scattering. Seco
the amount of vibrationally inelastic scattering increases
ing PES IV primarily because of an increase to 0.17 of
population of molecules scattered in (v850, j 851) and
(v850, j 853), compared to a population of 0.075 in th
same states for PES III. In the experiments, a large frac
~;0.5! of the incident molecules are unaccounted for in
scattered beam and are presumed to either react or scat
one of these unobserved, lowj channels.33 Calculations using
PES III and IV ~Ref. 33! as well as an analysis o
experiments1 indicate that the reaction probability should b
negligible at 0.1 eV. This leaves the lowj states ofv50 as
the most likely place to find the unobserved scattered m
ecules. The populations of these states predicted by the
culations are below the upper limits set by the fraction of
unobserved molecules. The improvement in the agreem
between experiment and theory with PES IV is encourag
It suggests that a more accurate description of the ang
dependence of the PES is necessary, a possibility that wi
explored in future studies. It is hoped that further experim
tal work will provide values for the populations of molecul
scattered into the low (v850, j 8) states.
The dependence on collision energy of the alignmen
backscattered H2, for H2 initially incident in the (v051, j 0
52) state, is shown in Fig. 11. The alignment is positive
all collision energies forj 852 but negative for all other fina
rotational states. The underlying reason for these values
FIG. 11. Alignment of finalv850 quantum states as a function of collisio






















the alignment is a propensity formj conservation in the scat
tering process. As was stated previously, the potential ene
surface used in these calculations does not depend on
azimuthal angle when the molecule is located above the
or hollow sites because of the use of a low-order spher
harmonic expansion to represent the PES. The largest p
abilities for vibrational de-excitation are found for collision
with a top site, particularly for low collision energies, whic
means that in most collisions leading to vibrational d
excitation the azimuthal quantum number of the scatte
molecule remains the same as its initial value. For final sta
j 8>4 this will result in negative alignments~as seen in Fig.
11!, due to small probabilities for final states withmj.2
because of the absence of molecules with such values omj
in the incident beam, forj 052. Another trend noted in the
discussion of Fig. 10 is that probabilities for scattering in
final states (v850, j 8Þ0) are larger for molecules in th
initial statesmj51 and 2 ~helicoptering! than for mj50
~cartwheeling!. This trend is reflected in the population o
scattered molecules in the final states (v850; j 852;mj8
51,2) being larger than the population in (v850, j 852,mj
50) which accounts for the positive value of the alignme
for j 852.
Figure 11 shows that there is a general trend for
alignment forj 8>4 to become less negative as the collisi
energy increases. This is a consequence of vibrational
excitation at the bridge site becoming significant relative
that at the top site at higher collision energies. Change
the azimuthal quantum number are possible for collisions
the bridge site so the fraction of the population in highermj
states is larger which increases the value of the alignm
Although it is now possible to experimentally determine t
relative probabilities for vibrational de-excitation by measu
ing the populations of scattered molecules in particular fi
j states,17 no measurements of the alignment of the scatte
molecules have yet been reported. Such results would b
considerable interest, particularly if significant differenc
are seen in the alignments forj 85 j 0 and j 8> j 0 as is pre-
dicted by these calculations. The current calculations sug
that the energy dependence of the alignment might be ind
tive of the relative importance of individual surface sites f
vibrational de-excitation. An increase in the value of t
alignment for states withj 8> j 0 is consistent with an in-
crease in probability for vibrational de-excitation at th
bridge site. The overall value of the alignment is an indica
of the azimuthal corrugation of the surface. Negative alig
ments of large magnitude for states withj 8> j 0 indicate that
the surface has little azimuthal corrugation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Results of a computational study of vibrational d
excitation of H2 from v051 during collisions with a Cu~100!
surface were presented. The quantum mechanical mo
which includes all six molecular degrees-of-freedom, p
vides a reasonable description of the competition betw
vibrational de-excitation, other rovibrational transitions, a
reaction with the surface. The computed quantum-sta
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Downdynamics of vibrational de-excitation during collisions wi
surfaces than has been available previously. Where poss
the computational results are compared with experime
measurements as a test of the accuracy of the model. A
tional predictions are offered to suggest possible experim
that would shed light on the vibrational de-excitation proc
and the general features of the H2/Cu(100) potential energy
surface.
The predicted degeneracy-averaged vibrational
excitation probabilities are substantial for the initial rot
tional states and collision energies examined, in agreem
with experimental measurements of vibrational excitat
probabilities on other low-index faces of copper. The vib
tional de-excitation probability is strongly dependent on
rotational quantum numbers and collision energy of the in
dent molecule. In particular, the vibrational de-excitati
probabilities forj 050 andj 053 differ by almost a factor of
2 at a collision energy of 0.2 eV but are comparable at 0
eV.
As is the case for reaction with the surface, molecu
incident with helicoptering rotational motion are more like
to be vibrationally de-excited, in general, than molecu
with cartwheeling rotational motion. This behavior shou
produce observable differences in the final-j state resolved
de-excitation probabilities for incident beams with statisti
and cartwheeling rotational motion.
Fixed-site calculations show that the largest probabilit
for vibrational de-excitation occur for collisions near the t
site of the surface, followed by the bridge and hollow sit
The absence of anisotropy inf at the top site~and of less
significance, at the hollow site! means that the azimutha
quantum number is conserved during most collisions invo
ing vibrational transitions. As a consequence, the rotatio
alignment of vibrationally de-excited H2 should be negative
for final rotational states with large values ofj 8, indicating
that de-excited molecules scatter predominately with c
wheeling rotational motion. This is a prediction that has
to be confirmed experimentally.
A comparison of predicted initial and finalj-resolved
probabilities with recent experimental results for H2 on
Cu~100! indicates that the calculations overestimate
amount of rotationally inelastic scattering that occurs
both vibrationally elastic and inelastic transitions. This
probably a consequence of truncating the spherical harm
expansion of the potential energy surface at second or
which makes the potential too anisotropic in the polar ang
Calculations using a similar PES but with a fourth-ord
spherical harmonic expansion33 report a shift of probability
from high finalj to low j states, toward better agreement w
experiment, which supports this assertion.
Experiments measuring the probabilities for scatter
into (v850, j 8) for low values of j 8 would provide impor-
tant, but missing, information on the importance of vibr
tional transitions that do not involve large rotational chang
Further computational work using alternative forms for t
PES is planned.
Analysis of the average energy of de-excited molecu
reveals that more energy is concentrated in normal tran
































lational motion combined. This is a consequence of the e
cient coupling of normal translation and vibration by th
potential energy surface at the top site, the surface site w
the largest probabilities for vibrational state transitions. R
tational excitation accompanies vibrational de-excitatio
with rotational states up toj 510 showing significant prob-
abilities. There is not a single final rotational state with
substantially larger population than any other, but rather,
any particular collision energy several states have appr
mately the same probability. The probability for d
excitation into higher rotational states~e.g., j 8510) does not
become nonzero until well after the total energy exceeds
energy required to access the gas-phase asymptotic sta
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